
A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
( L E G A L  A N D  I L L E G A L )

Framework guiding co-existance with legal 
ASM approved

Approaches to ASM are varied in countries 
where we operate

AngloGold Ashant i  recognises 

and acknowledges the need 

to  co-ex is t  wi th  leg i t imate 

ar t isanal  and smal l -sca le  min ing 

(ASM). In  respect  o f  ind igenous 

c la ims to  minera l  weal th , we 

be l ieve that  co-ex is tence which 

recognises each countr y ’s 

un ique dynamics and regula tor y 

prov is ions is  poss ib le .

KEY FEATURES
Artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) 
remains a complex challenge facing the 
company. It encompasses both legal and 
illegal ASM, with illegal mining posing the most 
significant threat. 

It is difficult to estimate the extent of ASM due 
to a lack of common definitions and official 
statistics, particularly on the involvement of 
seasonal and occasional workers. The African 
Mining Vision 2009 estimates that ASM 
provides for the livelihoods of between 80 and 
100 million people across the globe. It is from 
this perspective, and with associated negative 
safety, health and environmental impacts, that 
the developing world is looking at improving 
legal ASM practices to support sustainable 
development in the sector.

From a business perspective, relationships 
with ASM communities are often adversarial, 

characterised by varying degrees of conflict 
with inadequate structures to support the legal 
formalisation process. 

Material threats include:

• environmental degradation on the company 
tenement;

• safety, health and security risks to 
personnel, property and assets;

• financial loss due to theft of gold bearing 
material; and 

• interruption of operations.

Notwithstanding the challenges, AngloGold 
Ashanti recognises and acknowledges the 
need to co-exist with legitimate ASM. In 
respect of indigenous claims to mineral wealth, 
we believe that co-existence which recognises 
each countries’ unique dynamics and 
regulatory provisions is possible. With its multi-
faceted dimensions, this requires real political 
support and multi-stakeholder interventions.

IN FOCUS

“ We believe that co-existence demands being cognisant of each 
countries’ unique dynamics and regulatory provisions.”
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In countries where AngloGold Ashanti operates and ASM exists on or adjacent to our operations, approaches are varied.

Issue Tanzania Ghana Mali Guinea South Africa Colombia Brazil

Is ASM recognised in law? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Areas where ASM rights / permits 

can be issued

Open access  

to free areas

Open access  

to free areas

Designated zones for 

AM¹ and open access 

to free areas for SSM²

Designated zones for 

AM and open access 

to free  

areas for SSM

Open access to free 

areas

Legislation unclear Legislation unclear

Is overlap of rights with LSM³ 

permissible?

No for same minerals 

in LSM area

No for same minerals 

in LSM area

No for same minerals 

in LSM area

No for same minerals 

in LSM area

No for same minerals 

in LSM area

Legislation unclear Legislation unclear

Is tributing / leasing  

to ASM allowed?

No special mention, 

but appears not to be 

excluded

No special mention, 

but appears not to be 

excluded

Yes – tributing by 

LSM right holder with 

Government approval

Yes – tributing by 

LSM right holder with 

Government approval

Yes – tributing by 

LSM right holder with 

Government approval

Yes – tributing by 

LSM right holder with 

Government approval

Yes – tributing by 

LSM right holder with 

Government approval

Is Government institutional  

support provided to ASM?

Yes Yes Minimal Minimal Yes Nascent Yes

AM¹: Artisanal mining

SSM²: Small-scale mining

LSM³: Large-scale mining 

A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
( L E G A L  A N D  I L L E G A L )  ( C O N T I N U E D )
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Although legal frameworks for ASM exist 
in countries where we operate, in certain 
jurisdictions legal ASM (activities undertaken in 
line with regulatory and other legal provisions) 
exists in parallel with illegal mining, where 
mining activities are conducted in contravention 
of host country laws. Illegal ASM activities 
in operations are at times aggravated by 
employee and law enforcement collusion. In 
Colombia a further distinction of illegal mining 
is made, with illegal-criminal mining referring to 
illegal mining activities facilitated and managed 
through organised criminal groups. In this case, 
profits are used to fund criminal activities.

Historically, ASM related threats have largely 
been addressed through security measures. 
These have focused on protection of 
tenement, personnel and assets. Looking 
forward, engagement with key stakeholders 
including local, regional and national 
government, civil society and traditional 
leaders will play an increasingly pivotal role in 
establishing equitable and sustained solutions.

A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
( L E G A L  A N D  I L L E G A L )  ( C O N T I N U E D )

Brazil

Argentina

Guinea Mali

Ghana

DRC

South Africa
Australia

Tanzania

Colombia

ASM and illegal mining occurring on or adjacent to our operations 

ILLEGAL MINING – CRIMINALARTISANAL AND SMALL-SCALE MINING ILLEGAL MINING
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OUR ACT IONS IN  2016
We broadly reflect on our actions in 2016 
in the areas of establishing a framework to 
support formalisation of legitimate ASM, 
and our responses to illegal mining in our 
operating areas.

ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK FOR ASM
During the year the company consulted with 
global external and internal stakeholders 
in the development of an ASM framework 
to be applied across our operations where 
ASM has a material impact on our business. 
The framework was approved by the 
company Executive Committee and Social, 
Ethics and Sustainability Committee in 
November 2016. It guides the co-existence 
of company operations with legal ASM and 
seeks to ensure the safety and security of 
our employees, assets and tenement. The 
framework is aligned to the Africa Mining 
Vision 2009 and other global frameworks 
such as the ICMM Sustainable Development 
Framework and Principles. 

The overarching strategy is a two-pronged 
approach to respond to the challenges of 
both legal and illegal ASM. Firstly, we seek 
to directly support formalisation of legal 
ASM, including enhancing capability and 
productivity; the health and safety of ASM 
practitioners; and protecting the environment. 
Indirectly, we aim to strengthen enterprise 
development and contribute to the creation of 
sustainable alternative livelihoods. 

We anticipate that both pathways will 
contribute to reducing the pool of illegal mining 
whilst enabling organised, safe and efficient 
legal ASM.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR GROUP 
APPLICATION
• Contribute towards the formalisation 

and regulation of legal ASM and include 
it into the broad streams of social and  
economic activities;

• Contribute to the development of policy 
frameworks and practices which lead 
to a viable and sustainable legal ASM 
sector;

• Geological research to identify mineral 
zones and deposits that can be 
designated as suitable for legal ASM;

• Development of programmes for the 
promotion and transfer of appropriate 
knowledge, skills and technologies to the 
legal ASM sector;

• Development of methods for identifying 
potentially viable legal ASM operations 
for targeted support;

• Programmes for promoting downstream 
value addition in legal ASM;

• Promotion of inclusive growth and 
economic activities; and

• Contribution to the development and 
strengthening of legal ASM associations  
to provide an interface for engaging with  
the sector.

LEGAL AND ILLEGAL ASM – A TWO-PRONGED STRATEGIC APPROACH 

LEGAL ILLEGAL

A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
( L E G A L  A N D  I L L E G A L )  ( C O N T I N U E D )

• Formalisation

• Surrendered lease areas

• Capability building

• Introduction technology

• Innovative business models

• Enterprise development and 
sustainable alternative livelihoods

• Working with law enforcement 
agencies in country

Protecting the tenement

Reducing the pool of illegal mining and enabling organised, safe and efficient ASM

DIRECT IND IRECT
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AngloGold Ashanti will apply the guiding 
principles on a case-by-case assessment 
of host country and political contexts, 
recognising the current issues associated with 
ASM. Their application is provided that they 
are not in conflict with host country laws; that 
implementation can be done harmoniously 
with legal ASM parties; that safety of 
employees and assets as well as financial 
viability of the operation can be protected; and 
that they do not infringe on human rights.
As part of developing the framework, a 
baseline assessment of affected operations 
was conducted with an associated gap 
analysis. The identified gaps will be 
progressively addressed in a way which is 
relevant to each operation. A set of critical 
success factors for the development of 
country specific strategies were identified and 
agreed upon.

In giving effect to the framework, countries are 
also developing relevant and coherent actions 
across the themes of:

• inclusive and extensive engagement 
with legitimate and credible community 
structures;

• security stabilisation and ongoing protection 
of the company concession and assets;

• management of environmental, health and 
social impacts of ASM;

• supporting co-existence with legal ASM; and

• acting as a catalyst for alternative and 
sustainable economic livelihoods.

These themes are consistent with the strategic 
focus area of the group sustainability strategic 
framework, demonstrating how the broader 
sustainability strategic framework is translated 
into action for a specific issue. 

RESPONDING TO ILLEGAL MINING
Obuasi Gold Mine invasions
The most significant illegal mining challenge 
in 2016 was the invasion of Obuasi Gold 
Mine in Ghana. After halting underground 
operations at the end of 2014, Obuasi Gold 
Mine successfully transitioned into a Limited 
Operating Phase (LOP) at the beginning 
of 2015. Key elements of the LOP were 
a care and maintenance programme of 
existing infrastructure; decommissioning 
and rehabilitating select plant facilities; and 
completing the Feasibility Study for mine 
redevelopment. During the LOP, security of 
the mine was supported by military protection 
from the Ghanaian National Defence Force, 
this being commonplace across the Ghana 
mining industry.

In early January 2016 it became evident that 
incursions by illegal miners into the operating 
footprint were increasing in intensity. In early 
February, government military support was 
withdrawn without any advance warning or 
notification. Immediately thereafter, the mine 
was invaded by large numbers of dangerous 
illegal miners. These illegal miners were local 
inhabitants as well as immigrants. At the height 
of the invasion, numbers of illegal miners were 

estimated at more than 12,000, reflecting a 
significant breakdown of law and order in the 
area.

Given the severity and complexity of the threat, 
the Group Crisis Management Committee 
(CMC) was convened. Daily CMC meetings 
still continue as at publication of this report. 
Declaration of Force Majeure as well as lodging 
a dispute with the Government of Ghana on its 
failure to act toward ensuring law and order in 
relation to the illegal mass invasions ensued. 
An Arbitration Panel was established through 
the International Centre for Settlement of 
Investment Disputes (ICSID) and the arbitration 
process began at the end of 2016.

Despite the declaration and legal proceedings, 
the company continued to engage intensely 
with the Government of Ghana at all levels, 
seeking restoration of law and order. However, 
for a large part of the year the government 
position was unclear and there did not appear 
to be any political will to resolve the issues. 
This apparent lack of willingness occurred 
against the background of impending national 
elections in November 2016.

Engagement with a range of other 
stakeholders including industry bodies, 
employee associations, traditional authorities 
and civil society groups also took place, 
seeking to share information and enlist 
support for effective solutions. As part of 
the engagement with Ministry of Lands and 
Natural Resources, the Minerals Commission 

A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
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and the Environmental Protection Agency, 
AngloGold Ashanti obtained approval for the 
relinquishment of various parts of its tenement 
to achieve a significantly reduced operating 
footprint. The company sought to have these 
relinquished areas made available through 
governmental processes to the illegal miners.

Notwithstanding the challenges to ongoing 
care and maintenance, rehabilitation and 
community investment programmes, these 
continued through 2016. 

In the second quarter of 2016 the Ghanaian 
military presence returned to Obuasi Gold 
Mine, although their initial mandate was limited 
to protecting company residential areas. This 
changed during the third quarter of 2016 with 
the Minerals Commission being given the 
authority to establish a Movement Committee 
with the clear mandate to oversee the safe 
removal of illegal miners from the AngloGold 
Ashanti concession to the relinquished 
company lease areas. The committee’s work 
resulted in the establishment of a Security 
Task Force (inclusive of military and police 
personnel) in October 2016. Clearing of 
illegal mining activities from operational areas 
and relocation to identified relinquished land 
was completed in December 2016 and 
subsequently the Force Majeure was lifted.

Illegal mining in South Africa
Illegal mining in the South African gold fields 
has increased dramatically over the past five 
years. While there have only been isolated 

instances of illegal miners trespassing into 
AngloGold Ashanti’s underground operations, 
illegal mining presents a broader threat to the 
industry. It occurs in active and inactive mining 
operations, some of which are adjacent to 
company sites. In affected areas there have 
been significant increases in criminal activity, 
threats of violence from heavily armed illegal 
miners, and the increased risk of theft or 
sabotage to critical infrastructure such as 
electrical substations.

In response the company has increased use 
of technology for remote surveillance, along 
with enhanced capability for rapid response to 
incursion to surface operations or infrastructure. 
The internal access control system to mine 
workings continues to be effective.

Beyond the direct actions to protect company 
employees and assets, the company 
continued to engage through the Chamber 
of Mines with the South African Government 
security cluster. This level of engagement 
seeks to address the systemic problems 
associated with illegal mining and develop 
broader and more sustainable solutions.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
Our reporting on performance in ASM is 
largely qualitative, dealing with the areas 
of implementing the framework and our 
responses to illegal mining. More quantitative 
details of our performance in contributing to 
socio-economic development and alternative 

A R T I S A N A L  A N D  S M A L L - S C A L E  M I N I N G 
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livelihoods and protecting company employees and assets can be found in Managing Community 
Expectations and Employee, Community and Asset Security.

PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING THE FRAMEWORK
As outlined in our actions, baseline assessments and gap analyses at a country level against 
key aspects of the framework (guiding principles and high level action) were completed for 
each operation where ASM occurs. 

AMERICAS
1 Argentina

2 Brazil

3 Colombia

SOUTH AFRICA
8 South Africa

AUSTRALASIA
9 Australia 

CONTINENTAL 
AFRICA
4 Guinea
5 Mali
6 Ghana
7 Tanzania

6

5

8

7

2

3

1

9

7

4

LEGEND
    Significant progress
    Moderate progress
    Minimal progress

AMERICAS
1 Argentina
 Cerro Vanguardia 
2 Brazil
 Serra Grande
 AGA Mineração
3 Colombia
 Gramalote
 La Colosa
 Quebradona 

SOUTH AFRICA
9 South Africa
 Vaal River
 Kopanang
 Moab Khotsong
 West Wits
 Mponeng
 TauTona
 Surface Operations

AUSTRALASIA
10 Australia
 Sunrise Dam
 Tropicana 

CONTINENTAL 
AFRICA
4 Guinea
 Siguiri 
5 Mali
 Morila 
 Sadiola
6 Ghana
 Iduapriem
 Obuasi
7 DRC
 Kibali 
8 Tanzania
 Geita

6

5

9

8

2

3

1

10

7

4

LEGEND
    Significant progress
    Moderate progress
    Minimal progress
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